
Week 8 Video 2 Fear of Flying & The White Light 

In the last video, I mentioned that something happens when people get over their fears 
in the office. When they can begin to visualize and imagine being calm and relaxed on 
the plane, generally, around session 3 or session 4, a client will come in and say, “I have 
to tell you this Wendy, I've got this fear but what if it doesn’t work in real life?” I can’t tell 
you how many times I've heard that. As if the stuff in the office isn’t real life, what they're 
really saying, “What do I do when I'm on the plane and the fear comes up?”  

So I want to give them strategies and things to do while they’re on the plane to keep 
them focused on a new thought and keep their body calm and relaxed because if they 
don’t have feeling inside, they're going to be fine aren’t they? So it is funny when that 
new fear comes up. 

One thing I didn’t know was I had a client who, I don’t know if I told you this before, but 
just in case, she was 60 and she had a fear of flying. She didn’t fly anywhere. Her last 
flight was when she was 20. Well, her husband wanted to get her an incredible 
anniversary gift. I think it was, I don’t know what anniversary, 25th anniversary, and he 
really loved traveling, and she loved the idea of traveling but of course she never flew. 
So he books a flight to Rome for her and him to go on a two-week vacation to Rome 
and just in case she was going to back out, four of their friends and their spouses also 
booked on the same flight. It was going to be a group vacation.  

Well, he knew she had been talking about findings ways to get over the fears and she 
knew that I could help her with hypnosis. She knew that for many years but she wasn’t 
doing anything about it. Well, now the situation was set up by her husband that she had 
to. They had all paid for their flights and their hotels and the tours. She felt she had no 
choice. So, was she a motivated client? Absolutely. Those are the best, the best.  

So she came in, it was five sessions, because I see clients for a minimum of four to five 
sessions for this kind of thing and after the fourth session she said, “What if this doesn’t 
work in real life?” I said, “Okay, here’s the strategy.” So I taught her the strategy that 
you're going to be learning right now and she goes to Rome the next month, she comes 
back home, and two days after she got home, I get this e-mail from her, and I saved it 
because it makes me laugh every time and she said, “I have to thank you. It was 
wonderful. The flight over there was comfortable and wonderful. I had fun. I used the 
strategies…” and she said,”…And you know what? The flight home was good too.” It 
was funny I think she had been worried about the flight home in some way even though 
it was really the same, any flight. 



So here’s the simple strategy. You're going to have your client sitting on the plane and 
they're going to be doing their self-hypnosis. Now, we’re going to add a little ingredient 
to this self-hypnosis which may sound a little woo-woo but I’ve never had anybody said, 
“Oh no, no, I don’t want to do that. That’s too weird.” Have them do their self-hypnosis 
and imagine that they're at their favorite place in nature and they spend time at this 
favorite place in nature feeling wonderful, feeling great just enjoying maybe the water or 
the forest. And while they’re here at this favorite place in nature, you want to ask them 
to imagine that coming from way up in the universe all the way down is a beautiful white 
column of light, protective, healthy, safe, wonderful light. If they have a strong 
connection to their God, ask them to invite their God into this white light or their angels. 
Whatever is in this white light working within their belief system and have them have this 
white light over them while they’re at the beach, even while walking around, and while 
they’re here at the beach, they can walk around, they can go to any place they want. My 
client even saw herself walking in Rome with this white light surrounding her, the white 
light comfort and safety and protection and calm, relaxation. 

So they don’t have to stay at that one place, they can go all around. Essentially, they 
are consistently creating new thoughts. If at any time that they get nervous, tell them to 
place that white light all around that plane to keep the plane safe. Have their angels 
come in, have their higher self, their God, their Creator, whatever. Have everything 
come in to keep that safe and that’s their job. And in fact, it is such an important job that 
they keep this white light on themselves and even on the plane is because our thoughts 
have power and energy.  And just in case, thoughts of crashing and thoughts of 
terrorism and all those thoughts have negative power, we don’t want to go there. 

So I will share with you, you know that your thoughts have power. They have power 
over you. If you’re concerned about speaking in public and you get nervous, that 
thought can have that power over you and help you feel really nervous. Well, think of 
other thoughts. Have you ever thought of a friend that you haven’t seen or spoken to for 
a while and all of a sudden that friend just called you seemingly out of the blue? How 
does that happen? Of every minute, every second, every hour, every day, of every week 
you think of somebody and they contact you out of the blue. 

So I'm going to go on the basis that there’s energy we don’t understand. There are 
quantum physics we don’t quite understand but that thoughts and energy do have 
power. So if you're worrying about something, is that the energy you want to put out? 
No, absolutely not. And people who ride horses understand this, people who work with 
animals understand this. So if somebody is riding a horse and they are afraid of 
jumping, they know that that fear in their body is going to affect the horse whether it’s 



just the fear or the feelings or the tension that happens as a result of it and the fear will 
connect with the horse and the horse will not do well because the horse is going to 
sense and have that intuition of that underlying fear so it is for utmost safety concerns 
that that rider keeps himself calm, relaxed, firm, and in control. The same concept 
applies when you're flying. 

When you're driving over a highway, that white light of protection absolutely keeps that 
client calm. And you’re going to have them, maybe in the third session, have this white 
light. Give them the strategy. The white light of protection placing them in their serene 
place when they're on the plane distracting them, having them read with that white light 
on them. It really doesn’t matter what they do but that white light will change how they 
feel because in the hypnosis, you're going to be saying, “Every time you're inside this 
white light, you are safe, protected, calm and relaxed” because everything that happens 
to you, you choose how calm and relaxed you remain and as you're in this white light, 
you have been fine all the way through your life. If they’re somebody religious, your God 
has protected you or your angels have protected you and they continue to do so. You 
simply bring this white light in so they can continue to do what they’ve done in the past. 
You're going to use that in the third session for a fear. 

Now, fourth and fifth sessions can be identical to the second session or third session. 
You can add more things in but all of it is focused on changing the video in their mind, 
having them in the beginning pretending to change it, pretending to imagine what it 
might feel like, and then having them imagine what it might feel like, and then having 
them imagine they're in it and they're experiencing it.  

When people call me and they say, why five sessions? And I say, because it takes me a 
number of sessions to teach you the tools that you need to use so that you can use this 
not only just for fear of flying but for other feelings in your life. So not only do you get 
over the fear while you're here in the office you have strategies that you're going to be 
using when you're flying so that you remain calm and relaxed. 

People understand if somebody calls in and says, “Well, I just want one session.” I say, 
“I’m sorry but hypnosis is not a magic pill. It’s a process based on neuroscience. It’s a 
process that has real research behind it and as you're learning how to change your 
thoughts, your feelings change, but just like training a puppy, you can’t go see a trainer 
one time and train your dog to sit once and expect that dog to always have that same 
reaction and to sit every time for the rest of his life.” It takes about 250 repetitions so 
that dog automatically just sits.  



As you go through different fears with different people, know that if you're not sure what 
to do, you do the even rehearsal, you give them the strategy of a white light to help 
them feel calm and relaxed and you can also simply give them direct suggestion. Direct 
suggestions are incredibly effective, those simple suggestions from your suggestion 
sheet that you’ve created. So you’ve got three separate things to do when you're 
helping people with fears. You can repeat them. It doesn’t matter. The day rehearsal is 
important. The self-hypnosis is of utmost importance. 

This white light is a white light that I actually use personally to help me when I worry 
about my daughter when she’s driving and I apologize if I’ve mentioned it before. I’ve 
been worrywart for years. I don’t worry nearly as much as I used to and I notice my 
worries and I let them go or I change my thought really quickly. And by the way, in 
upcoming lessons, you're going to find I'm going to be sharing some thought changing 
tools and thought stopping tools that are really fun and easy to teach your clients and 
for you to use. 

So one of my big fears is what if my daughter’s driving someplace and she gets into an 
accident. Now, I'm a mom and if you're a mom, I guarantee that you’ve had fears about 
worrying about your kids when they're not at home, and maybe you’ve overcome them 
and maybe you haven’t. And so what I do when my daughter gets in her car, I know 
when she leaves – for example, the other day, she left our house and she was driving 
up to a conference in Vermont in her little Honda Civic. And so she gets in the car, I just 
imagined, guess what? That white light from above, I imagined her angles surrounding 
the car keeping the car safe. I ask my angels to help her angels. I just kind of visualize 
this and as she went up the driveway, I just had her car surrounded by this column of 
white light. And then, even though I'm calm and relaxed, I still say, “Arie, text me when 
you get there,” and that’s absolutely fine. 

So you can use this for situations for you. You can use this to help your clients. One of 
my clients who was an anxious, anxious worrywart and she was a writer and her two 
daughters were going away for the summer. One was 18, one was 21. The 18-year-old 
had an Epipen because she had a lot of food allergies. Well, she was going to Australia 
for four months. The 21-year-old was going to Africa for two months. And this mom was 
beside herself. In fact, she had a habit of pulling her hair, trichotillomania. 

When she came to see me, this was about the first thing that I taught her how to 
practice. Any time she worries, she says “I like the idea my daughters are safe. I like the 
idea my daughters are safe.” She would imagine her daughters coming home from their 
trips and they’re all looking at pictures with the end result saying I like the idea my 
daughter’s are safe and every time she imagined her daughter in any situation, 



anywhere anytime, she threw that white light on them. She sent me an e-mail about six 
months later and she said, “I forgot to tell you…” she said, “I was amazed…” she said 
“yeah I worried a little bit…” she said “…but nothing compared to what I used to, the 
way I used to be” and she said, “I didn’t pull my hair. I kept using that white light over 
and over and over again” and she said, “you know the funny thing is? Even now that 
they're home and everybody’s fine…” she said, “…I find I’m calmer as a person 
anyway.” And the reason? Because she has been retraining her mind. That’s the part 
we can't do. The client has to do that. 

So every time I speak to my clients, I tell them that there are two requirements for 
working with me. The first requirement is that they agree to do their homework which is 
about three to five minutes in the morning and three to five minutes at night and I agree 
to do my part 110%. And I ask, do you agree to do this? They say “yes.” I ask them 
directly. I want that commitment upfront. And then I also ask them to read my book 
Powerful Thinking on Purpose. While you're reading the book, I want you to take notes 
in the book, notice what comes up, memory, situations. If there are certain goals that 
you want to achieve, you're going to be filling up the goals worksheet but when you get 
to the first session, Ms. Client, we’re going to do a deep dive into how your mind works 
and you’re already going to know a lot about it because you’ve read this short little 
book.  

Now, you don’t have to tell them to read my book although I’d be grateful if you did but 
that’s okay but I want you to make sure that you and your client that your client knows 
before any first session that their participation is key to their success and you know it is. 
See you on the next video. 

[00:16:22 END OF VIDEO]


